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Iride Outdoor 86L
code IR04IP.930F/01

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Outdoor ceiling/wall projector complete with led 18 W,
beam Flood 24°, colour rendering index CRI>90. Colour
finish white. Body lamp and optical group made of die-cast
aluminum powder-coated, aluminum joint, rotation of the
optical group of 355 ?. on the vertical axis and 90 ?. on the
horizontal axis. Snooter in lamp finish or finishing choice.
High performance lens. Possibility of insertion of Honey
Comb filter.

PRODUCT SPECS

Installation method
Wall surface mounted,
Ceiling surface mounted

Light source Led

Absorbed power 18 W

Color temperature 3000K

Color rendering index CRI >90

Optic Flood 24°

Finishing White

Luminaire luminous flux 2000 lm

Luminous efficiency 111 lm/W

MacAdam color tolerance 3

Durata media stimata 50000h Ta 25° L70B10

Power supply/transformer Included

Protocol On/Off

Energy efficiency class D

Dimension Ø86 mm
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Complies with EN605981 and related notes. In the absence of metric symbols, the measurements are all in millimetres.
Luminous flux and power data are initially subject to tolerances +/- 10%. The values refer to an ambient temperature of 25°C unless otherwise specified.
We reserve the right to make changes to our products at any time.
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